
 “The Month I Sprinkled My Dignity Into  
A Garbage Can at LaGuardia and Flew  

to Miami to Live in a Model House” 

(excerpt) 

by Nancy Pop 

 There he was, in a crowd of Christina Milan impersonators and underage 
Frenchies sipping watered down Ketel One mixers. My Miami Prince Charming turned 
his face in slow motion and grinned straight at me… ME! Of all people. Slouched over 
like an ape in heels, I feebly smiled back, holding my soda water and channeling the 
vivacity of 2-day-old popcorn still sitting in a pan on your stove. My chances were slim, 
but I was ready for a thrill. I needed this more than anything.  
 Then he stood up — all four and a half feet of him. Suddenly Mr. Miami Papi was 
just that — a Miami Papi, old enough to be my sugar daddy and short enough for it to 
be embarrassing. His hair shone a little less brightly, his teeth darkened a few shades, 
and his skin — which at first reminded me of the tan Hollister models I’d gyrate to at the 
age of 12 — suddenly appeared leathery and aged, every tiny wrinkle peeking out 
around the hedges. Do I have a fetish? I thought as I scooched over to introduce 
myself. Pop, Nancy Pop. 
 His name was Shean (not really, I changed it for this article because he’s actually 
a famous rich dude and I don’t have the time or money to get sued at this stage in my 
life). He owned a luxury shoelace company that created shoelaces made entirely out of 
gold (IRL, not really shoelaces, but same concept applies) on top of running a luxury car 
dealership that sold cars I can’t pronounce and wouldn’t be caught dead driving in. He 
smoked a Jewl and had a voice vaguely reminiscent of Ben Felder from Drop Dead 
Diva. This is my chance, if I don’t act now, I’ll be lonely and poor forever.  
 We didn’t dance, but he kept re-filling my soda water and insisting I switch to 
champagne. Shean, darling, you know I can’t drink champagne, it’s not good for the 
baby is what I was saying in my mind as the thought of being 8 months pregnant with 
this man’s child and trust fund briefly conjugated. Next thing I know, his hard nub was 
pressed against the lower back of my thigh (I’m telling you, dude, he was short), we’re 
swaying back and forth, passing the Jewl, him casually mentioning the names of his 
fancy sports cars when at one point we looked straight into each other’s eyes and he 
pulled me in for a smooch. 
 It wasn’t a sloppy smooch, like you’d expect from someone nearly twice your 
age, and his breath definitely didn’t smell like molasses (Ok, I’m exaggerating his age 



now… he wasn’t that old!). It was actually pretty divine; he wasn’t shy in the passion 
department and doing the whole breathe-in-as-our-lips-touch thing that made me feel 
like a princess. Princess is probably the wrong word… let’s go with *less of an ape in 
heels. We kissed every few minutes or so, him continuing to pull me closer until I was lit-
er-ally sitting on his lap. Picture it: Miami, 2017, Ora nightclub, ape sits on small man 
twice her own age, man dies from bony ass syndrome digging into his crotch. At the end 
of the night, he invited me on his friend’s yacht the next day.  
 “He owns a lot of goldmines,” he said, fluttering those stupid rich eyelashes of his 
and smiling while he exhaled his motherfucking Jewl. Without giving it a second 
thought, I responded,  
 “It’s supposed to rain tomorrow.” 
 When a rich, handsome, and quasi famous man invites you to his other rich and 
quasi famous friend’s yacht, you don’t respond with “it’s supposed to rain tomorrow.” 
You immediately take your top off and proceed to smack his face with your tits until he 
makes it to the ER, screaming out his name and yelling “YES ZADDY.”  
 Or not. 
 He didn’t seem to mind. He poured me another club soda, gave me his business 
card, and told me to text him tomorrow. Tucking it into my phone case, I looked around 
to make sure no one saw an exchange that definitely made me look like a world class 
hooker. Too late. Fuck it.  
 On the Uber ride back to the model house, I pulled out his business card and 
studied it carefully. It was thick with rounded edges (definitely didn’t go to Vistaprint) and 
the letters were lined in gold *rolls eyes*. I pulled out Facebook, typed in his name, and 
whaddya know? My Miami Prince Charming is happily married! I may be a lot of things, 
but adulteress is not on my resume. And until Ryan Reynolds calls, let’s keep it that 
way.  


